Effectively managing environmental compliance and fuel inventory doesn’t mean you have to do it all by yourself.

Gilbarco Veeder-Root’s Fuel Management Services are powerful, web-enabled applications that provide greater control, less effort, and better results for environmental compliance, fuel management and equipment uptime. Limit compliance risk through 24/7/365 monitoring. Enjoy increased uptime and minimize service costs through remote diagnostics and resolution. Maximize profitability and efficiency through real time fuel data and loss analysis.

Enjoy the increased value that experienced specialists can deliver through detailed analysis, continuous oversight and state-of-the-art infrastructure that is remotely monitoring tens of thousands of sites around the world today.
More control. Less effort. Better results. - Fuel Management Services

Backed by powerful, cost-effective technology and human expertise, FMS offers:

- Environmental risk and compliance management
- Fuel logistics and planning support
- Site equipment monitoring and uptime
- Fuel loss analysis and fuel inventory control
- Managed maintenance programs
- 24/7 access to critical information through www.fmsonline.com and toll-free help desk
- Efficient data collection and web-based reporting
- Compatibility with existing back office or ERP systems

FMS Services Overview

Environmental Compliance
- State-Specific UST Compliance for all 50 states
- USTMAN SIR Compliance
- In-Station Diagnostics (ISD) - Monitoring, email notification, diagnosis, and dispatch management
- Site Permitting and Registration
- Notice of Violation Resolution
- Visual Inspection, Testing, and Certification
- Environmental Emergency Help Desk

Site Equipment Uptime
- ATG Alarm Monitoring diagnosis, email notification and dispatch management
- SMART Connect Alarm Monitoring, diagnosis, email notification, and dispatch management
- Dispenser Flow Monitoring and reporting
- Energy monitoring and management - HVAC - Refrigeration - Lighting

Fuel Logistics
- Inventory reporting
- Delivery reporting
- BOL reconciliation
- Poll NOW!

Fuel Inventory Control
- Daily Loss Advisor
- Meter Drift identification
- Monthly Inventory Reconciliation
- Periodic Inventory Reconciliation
- Variance Analysis reporting

Managed Maintenance
- POS Help Desk and maintenance
- ATG Extended Warranty
- Dispenser Extended Warranty
- Fixed Price Site Maintenance

Professional Services
- Project Management
- Installation Services - Dispensers - ATGs - POS Systems
- Forecourt upgrades and roll-outs

For more information, contact brandy@rykinpump.com, call (432) 580-0101 or visit www.rykinpump.com